He made it apparent, overt, open, perceptible or perceived, manifest, plain, or evident; he showed, exhibited, manifested, displayed, discovered, revealed, or evinced; it, or put forth: (S, O, K:) [it is also used in relation to saying, and an action, and the like, as meaning it showed, &c., as above, or it bespoke, &c.:] and Mr3 relates his having heard from one worthy of reliance of the people of Bagdad, that they say: (Bd.)

He made the doubling of a letter distinct; as in ści: which, accord. to a general rule, should be understood: opposed to ści. (A.)

He showed, &c., to him such a thing: and he made a shov of, professed, pretended, or feigned, to him such a thing; as, for instance, love, &c.: (TA.)

He made the doubling of a letter distinct; as in ści: which, accord. to a general rule, should be understood: opposed to ści. (A.)

He prepared for himself a camel, or two camels, or more, for future need: (T:) and against such a one. (Mgh.)

He prepared, hence, a camel, or a camel, for future need: (K:) and ści and ści. (Mgh.) He prepared for himself two camels for future need. (T. (See ści.) Hence, (T,) ści signifies also He used precaution (T, Mgh) with respect to anything: (T,) he secured himself, (ṣawṣaw, ḍabūdūb, &c.,) by using precaution; as, for instance, a woman does by remaining three days, before she performs the ablution termed ʿabād, and prays, after the usual period of the menses.

They seek aid in wealth against calamities, and against such a one. (A.)

The people of Baghdād, that they say: (Bd.)

The verb is made trans. by means of, him, as also ści and ści. (TA.)

And ści and ści. (Mgh.) I put the thing behind my back for protection, or security. (Har p. 393.) And ści He secured himself, (ṣawṣaw, ḍabūdūb, &c.,) by using precaution; as, for instance, a woman does by remaining three days, before she performs the ablution termed ʿabād, and prays, after the usual period of the menses.

And ści and ści. (Mgh.) He prepared for himself two camels for future need. (T. (See ści.) Hence, (T,) ści signifies also He used precaution (T, Mgh) with respect to anything: (T,) he secured himself, (ṣawṣaw, ḍabūdūb, &c.,) by using precaution; as, for instance, a woman does by remaining three days, before she performs the ablution termed ʿabād, and prays, after the usual period of the menses.

And ści and ści. (Mgh.) He prepared for himself two camels for future need. (T. (See ści.) Hence, (T,) ści signifies also He used precaution (T, Mgh) with respect to anything: (T,) he secured himself, (ṣawṣaw, ḍabūdūb, &c.,) by using precaution; as, for instance, a woman does by remaining three days, before she performs the ablution termed ʿabād, and prays, after the usual period of the menses.